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Strain dependence of the magnetic properties of nm Fe films on W „100…
A. Enders,a) D. Sander, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, D-06120 Halle, Germany

The thickness dependence of the magneto-elastic couplingB1 , the intrinsic film stress, and the
magnetic in-plane anisotropyK4 of Fe films on W~100! are measured with anin situ combination
of a highly sensitive optical deflection technique with magneto-optical Kerr-effect measurements.
We find that bothB1 andK4 depend strongly on the Fe film thickness. The thickness dependence
of B1 can be described by considering a second order magneto-elastic coupling constantD
51 GJ/m3 as a strain dependent correction ofB1 . We tentatively ascribe the deviation ofK4 from
its bulk value to the tetragonal lattice distortion caused by an effective tensilein-plane strain of
5.3% in the pseudomorphic region and of 0.2% in thicker films. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~99!40308-1#
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In this article we show that the magneto-elastic~ME!
couplingB1 of epitaxial Fe films differs drastically in valu
and sign from its respective bulk behavior for film thic
nesses below 30 nm. This result proves that the assump
of bulk ME constants for the description of the magnetic fi
properties is wrong. According to a phenomenologi
model,1,2 we ascribe this thickness dependence to the epi
ial film strain, which is induced by the lattice mismatch b
tween the Fe film and the W substrate. To study the effe
of epitaxial strain in ultrathin Fe films on both the ME co
pling and the in-plane anisotropy, we measured the thickn
dependence of the intrinsic film stresstF , the magneto-
elastic couplingB1 , and the magneticin-plane anisotropy
K4 by combining film stress measurements with magne
optical Kerr-effect~MOKE! measurements.

The magneto-crystalline, elastic, magneto-elastic,
shape energy density contribute to the total energy den
F5 f MC1 f el1 f ME1 f shape, which is a function of the direc-
tion of saturation magnetizationMs described by the direc
tion cosinea i with respect to the cubic axis, the film stra
e i , and the film thicknesstF . For thin films with cubic struc-
ture F can be written as3

F5K4~a1
2a2

21a2
2a3

21a1
2a3

2!12K2a3
2/tF

11/2c11~e1
21e2

21e3
2!1c12~e1e21e2e31e1e3!

11/2c44~e4
21e5

21e6
2!1B1~e1a1

21e2a2
21e3a3

2!

1B2~e4a1a21e5a2a31e6a1a3!11/2m0Ms
2a3

2.

~1!

Here theci j denote the elastic constants of the film in t
contracted Voigt’s notation. Direction 3 is assumed to
parallel to the film normal. A Ne´el-type uniaxial interface
contributionK2 to the magneto-crystalline anisotropyf MC is
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included. For the case of simple epitaxy considered here,
shear strains are zero:e45e55e650. The strain perpendicu
lar to the film planee35e' can be expressed as a function
the isotropic in-plane strain e15e25e i as e'5
22e ic12/c11. Minimization of Eq. ~1! with respect toe i

gives the magnetostrictive deformation of a magnetized f
solid. In contrast to freely deformable samples, the mag
tostrictive deformation of epitaxial films is hindered by th
bonding to the substrate. The strain derivatives of Eq.~1!
give the resulting in-plane stressest1 and t2 and the equi-
librium deformation perpendicular to the film plane fro
t350

]F/]e i5c11e i1c12~e i1e'!1B1a i
25t i , i 51,2

]F/]e35c11e'12c12e i1B1a3
250. ~2!

Equation ~2! shows that both the epitaxial strain and t
magnetization direction dependent terms contribute to
total in-plane stress. To obtainB1 experimentally, we switch
the magnetization direction in-plane between@100# and@010#
while measuring the resulting magnetostrictive stress al
@100# as described later. The measured difference in st
follows from Eq. ~2! to be Dt5t1(a151)2t1(a150)
5B1 . Thus, a magnetostrictive stress measurement is an
propriate technique to determine the ME couplingB1 in thin
films directly. In contrast to bulk samples, for epitaxial film
the correlation betweenB1 and the magnetostrictive consta
l100 is given by l100

F 522B1/3c11 and not by l100
B

522B1/3(c112c12), as already pointed out in Ref. 4. Th
magnetic in-plane and out-of-plane anisotropiesf i and f'

follow directly from Eq.~1! as

f i5K4/4

and ~3!

f'52B1e0~112c12/c11!12K2 /t1m0Ms
2/2.
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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For f',0, a perpendicular magnetization of the film is pr
ferred. Note, that Eq.~3! states that the in-plane anisotropy
not affected by a homogeneous film strain, whereas in ca
of strong ME-coupling the in-plane straine i can favor an
out-of-plane magnetization, as suggested for Fe double
ers on W~110!.5

Film stresses and ME coupling were determined with
highly sensitive optical deflection technique.6 In short: a
stress induced bending of a thin tungsten single crysta
detected by measuring the deflection of a reflected la
beam. The relaxation of an epitaxially induced film stra
due to the substrate bending with curvatureR is of the order
tF /R'1024, thus a strain relief is practically not expecte
and Eq.~2! is justified. A typical stress measurement duri
the growth of 2.2 nm Fe~515 Fe-bulklike monolayers
~ML !7! on a W~100! substrate at RT is depicted in Fig. 1~a!.
Since the substrate curvature is proportional to the produc
film stresstF and film thicknesstF , the position signal in-
creases linearly withtF for a constanttF . Despite the large
misfit between Fe and W of 10.1%, pseudomorphic growt
observed during the deposition of the first 3 ML, as check
by low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! and investigated
previously.8 Thus, strong tensile stress of ordert init5(Y/1
2n)Fee i521 GPa is expected@(Y/12n)Fe5207.3 GPa#.

FIG. 1. ~a! Stress measurement during Fe growth on W~100! at 300 K. The
kink in the curve at 3.5 ML Fe separates two regions of different slope.~b!
The thickness derivative of a stress curve for a 73 nm Fe film reveals
stress contribution of each growing layer to the film stress. The stress
layer changes from 11 GPa in region I to 0.4 GPa in region II in a transi
region between 0.5 and 4 nm. Inset: for the discussion of the magn
elastic coupling in nm films a simplified strain model is assumed with c
stant strainse I55.3% ande II50.2%.
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However, compressive stress is observed as indicated by
negative slope in Fig. 1~a! for submonolayer Fe coverages. A
detailed study reveals that surface stress effects during
formation of the Fe–W interface are responsible for th
compressive stress.9,10 We ascribe the constant slope in the
stress curve for coverages between 1 and 4 ML to the tens
stress in the pseudomorphic film. The kink in the stress cur
indicates the beginning of stress relaxations at a thickness
tC53.5 ML. We suggest that the increasing elastic energy
the film with increasing film volume favors the formation o
misfit distortions.11 However, an atomistic picture of the pro-
cesses attC remains to be investigated and is not the scope
this work. The kink separates two regions I and II of vastl
different film stress. In region I the constant slope indicates
tensile stress of 11 GPa, whereas the stress decreases
constant residual value of 0.4 GPa in region II. To discu
the film stress, we plot the derivative of a stress curve for
much thicker film oftFe573 nm with respect totF in Fig.
1~b!. The striking point of this plot is that the stress per laye
drops from the initial stress of 11 GPa to the residual stre
value of 0.4 GPa within a narrow thickness range betwe
0.5 and 4 nm. This result of two constant values for the film
stress in regions I and II is in contrast to the model of
gradual strain relief that we used earlier.12

We attribute the in-plane stress to the film straine i and
calculatee i from tF with e i5tF /(Y/12n)Fe. The measured
film stress of 11 GPa deviates by a factor of 2 from th
predictions of elasticity theory. The simple strain analys
assumes layer by layer growth, bulk elastic constants, and
strain relaxation at the island edges. These assumptions
clearly not fulfilled for the film in the monolayer range a
RT, and the calculatedeffectivestrain amounts to 5.3%, only
half of the epitaxial misfit strain of 10%. The residual strai
is calculated to be 0.2%. For the discussion of the ME co
pling we assume the simplified strain model in the inset
Fig. 1~b! with constant strains in regions I and II.

Successive magnetization of our sample along its leng
and width causes a magnetostrictive stress along the sam
length, which equals exactlyB1 , as already pointed out. We
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FIG. 2. Experimentally determined effective magneto-elastic couplingB1,eff

as a function of Fe film thickness. The solid line results from a summatio
over the strain dependent contributions of each layer toB1,eff , as given by
Eq. ~4!.
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measured theB1 as a function of the Fe thickness in th
thickness range between 0.5 and 73 nm of Fe, as plotte
Fig. 2. In contrast to the respective bulk behavior, we find
effectiveME couplingB1,eff for epitaxial Fe films on W~100!
which depends strongly on the Fe film thickness: nearly c
stant negative values ofB1,eff520.5 MJ/m3 (l100

F 51.5
31026) are measured fortF.40 nm, whereasB1,eff changes
its sign at tF520 nm. The maximum positive value o
B1,eff511.7 MJ/m3 is reached at 5 nm, and below 5 nm th
absolute value ofB1,eff decreases again. Following a mod
of O’Handley,1 which was also applied by Koch,2 we ascribe
this thickness dependence ofB1,eff for tF.10 nm to a strain
dependence ofB1,eff. A strain dependent contribution to th
bulk ME couplingB1,bulk is considered by the second ord
ME coupling constantD, as B1,eff5B1,bulk1De i. We now
assume that every layer contributes to the effective ME
havior of the whole filmB1,eff , which can be estimated for
film of N layers by summation over theB1,eff of each layer
and inserting the simplified strain model from Fig. 1~b!:

B1,eff~N!51/N(
n51

N

~B1,bulk1De i ,n!. ~4!

The solid curve in Fig. 2 shows a reasonable agreemen
this model with the experimental data withB1,bulk523
MJ/m3 andD51000 MJ/m3. These values ofB1,bulk andD
are within 10% of the bulk ME coupling (B1523.44
MJ/m3! and the previously reported strain correction ofD
51100 MJ/m3 ~Ref. 2! of Fe. This model proposes a hug
Beff for monolayer films, which was, however, not found
experiment. The decrease ofBeff for tF,5 nm indicates that
surface contributions might play a dominant role, as sho
by Bochi.13 The same solid curve in Fig. 2 can be obtain
by inserting the average strain of the whole film and differ
values forD andBbulk in the expression ofB1 as published
earlier12 instead of a splitting in single layer contribution
but the respective bulk behavior for an unstrained film c
only be reproduced by Eq.~4!.

FIG. 3. Magneticin-planeanisotropyK4 as a function of Fe thickness. Th
best fit of the experimental data comes from a thickness dependent a
ropy model withK4

V585 kJ/m3 andK4
S520.035 mJ/m2. Even for high film

thicknesses a 30% deviation from the bulk value ofK4
bulk558 kJ/m3 is ob-

served.
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The magnetic in-plane anisotropyK4 was determined
from MOKE loops during magnetization along@100# while a
constant bias field was applied along@010#. By this proce-
dure proposed by Allenspach,14 a bias field induced hard axi
loop along an easy film axis is measured. From the slope
this hard axis MOKE loopK4 is calculated, and plotted as
function of the Fe thickness in Fig. 3. We find a consta
value of K4

V585 kJ/m3 for films thicker than 10 nm and a
strong deviation fromK4

V for tF,10 nm, that can qualita-
tively be described with a Ne´el-type surface contribution to
K4 with K4

S520.035 mJ/m2, as indicated by the solid line in
Fig. 3. However,K4

V deviates by 30% from bulk value o
K4

bulk , which leads to a 30% too high value for the expe
mentally determinedK4 even at higher film thicknesses
Higher order anisotropy contributions due to the tetrago
deformation of the Fe unit cell in the film might be the re
son for this discrepancy, as was discussed in Ref. 15. S
the information depth of our MOKE signal is of the order
13–15 nm,16 a strong deviation from bulk anisotropy due
the contribution of the highly tetragonal distorted first 3 M
below this thickness is expected, as well as a gradual de
of their influence above 15 nm.

In conclusion, we have shown that the thickness dep
dence of the experimentally determinedB1,eff can qualita-
tively be understood by considering strain corrections
B1,bulk in a layer by layer way. The thickness dependent
viation of K4 from the Fe bulk value is tentatively explaine
by strain dependent tetragonal lattice distortions that are
pected even in thicker films due to the residual epitax
misfit strain of order 0.2%.

The authors thank U. Gradmann and Y. Millev for hel
ful discussions.
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